
       ALL AFRICAN AIRWAYS ‘AFRICA RETURNS’ TOUR 

At All African Airways, we love exploring the beautiful continent of Africa.  Pilots are therefore invited to 

complete the All African Airways ‘AFRICA RETURNS’ tour, by completing the following flight legs 

consecutively, with a suitable aircraft, on which they are rated. 

These nine flight legs must be flown in sequence, and the same aircraft must be used for the whole tour. 

 

Leg ICAO Arrival Dist (nM) Deg Magnetic 

1 HAAB FMMI 1745 161 

2 FMMI  FAOR 1153 260 

3 FAOR FLKK 649 020 

4 FLKK HKJK 980 037 

5 HKJK FVRG * 1055 198 

6 FVRG * DNAA 2147 326 

7 DNAA GMMN 1677 333 

8 GMMN HSSS ** 2418 107 

9 HSSS ** HAAB 540 133 

Total distance 12364 nM 

 

* Some databases indicates that Harare (Zimbabwe) has an ICAO code FVHA, while others refer to FVRG. 

You may log your flight to either, and configure your aircraft systems to the one that works for you. The 

current real-life ICAO for Harare is FARG. 

** Some databases indicates that Khartoum airport (Sudan) uses the ICAO code HSSS, while others refer 

to HSSK. You may log your flight to either, and configure your aircraft systems to the one that works for 

you. The current real-life ICAO for Khartoum is HSSK. 



 

For added immersion, pilots are encouraged to complete this tour in real time and under real weather 

conditions, although this is not mandatory for a successful tour completion.  However, the tour must be 

completed with normal simulator speed (accelerated flights are not allowed), and all flight legs must be 

logged by means of your Virtual Airline flight tracking system. Once you’ve commenced the tour, you 

must complete it, you’re not permitted to do any other flights while you’re busy with this tour. 

Exploring the continent of Africa is really fun, as long as you understand your aircraft limitations, invest a 

lot of time in the tour, and by planning each flight leg properly.  Pilots may use route waypoints at their 

own discretion for each flight leg. 

Once you’ve completed the whole tour, please complete the applicable tracking sheet for the tour and 

email it to your hub manager for evaluation, after which we’ll award you with the appropriate tour 

accomplishment badge. 

Thank you for participating in the All African Airways ‘AFRICA RETURNS’ tour, we wish you safe and 

enjoyable journeys. 

 


